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SHIFT POWER
CULTIVATE COMMUNITY
CREATE IMPACT
UTA + JOPPA ENGAGEMENT

2018
(F) SYMPOSIUM / FREEDMAN TOWNS STORIES

2019
(F) LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE STUDIO

2020
(F) ARCHITECTURE STUDIO / MELISSA PIERCE

2021
(S) SEMINAR / ENGAGEMENT
(S) ARCHITECTURE + LANDSCAPE STUDIO / RECLAIMING BLACK SETTLEMENT
(S) ROUND TABLE / RECLAIMING BLACK SETTLEMENT
(F) ARCHITECTURE DESIGN+BUILD STUDIO / JOPPY MOMMA’S FARM
(F) INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE STUDIO / MELISSA PIERCE
RESTORING, REBUILDING, REGENERATING ONE SEED AT A TIME

www.joppymommas.org
This course will acknowledge residents as experts in directly shaping their environment. Students will work with community members to understand opportunities and challenges related to food equity, sustainable development and community identified priorities and values.

In partnership with Joppy Momma’s Farm, design-build activities seek to contribute to the equitable redistribution of resources locally and the stewardship of positive neighborhood change.
Food systems within 5-mile radius
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16.1%
or more of people in Joppa
are food insecure.
Policy map

Food Desert: “An urban area in which it is difficult to buy affordable or
good-quality fresh food.”
Oxford Dictionary

Food Insecurity: “A lack of consistent access to enough food for an
active, healthy lifestyle.”
USDA

Convenience store: 13.7%
Grocery Store: 14.7%
Liquor store/Bar: 12.8%
Farmers Market: 1.1%
Fast food/Restaurant: 57.9%
Thank you